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The Ireland Funds is a global philanthropic organisation, active in 11
countries, whose mission is to raise funds to support projects of Peace, Culture, Charity
and Education in Ireland. Set up in 1976 in New York, the Funds have raised over
$300 million since then, of which $210 million has been raised in the last 10 years.

This practical guide to raising funds is based on many years’ experience in these
countries and is built on the premise that fundraising is a process rather than an art or a
science and that if you follow this process you have a better chance of being successful.

The key is building long term, deep and abiding relationships with donors who
have the capacity and propensity to give to your institution. Systems do not raise money,
people do, and individuals only give money away to other individuals whom they enjoy
and trust. This guide outlines 101 practical suggestions that you can implement at your
nonprofit and is aimed at CEOs and Board Directors. It focuses in particular on major
gift fundraising and it also encourages a different way of thinking about fundraising, with
an emphasis on giving rather than taking. The world is moving into a new era of
philanthropy which is marked by a change of vocabulary, new ways of giving and new
types of donors. It is a much more competitive fundraising environment in which money
will be attracted by strength, and the focus will be more on issues than organisations.
Strong organisations will thrive and weak ones struggle. This guide will not guarantee
success but ignoring these tips will make success less likely. And remember, the
strategies which got us to where we are today will not get us to where we want to be in
the future. We live in a world where, if you want to stay the same, you have to be
willing to change. Or, as the legendary management consultant Peter Drucker put it, 
‘To create the future is to be the enemy of today’. The status quo is no longer an option.

Creating a vibrant philanthropic sector in Ireland is an exciting challenge, building
on Ireland’s tradition of generosity and volunteering. Many of the ingredients are now
present, particularly the unprecedented level of wealth. The task is to encourage givers
to be more strategic, more focused and intentional rather than simply responding to 
ad hoc requests. In other words, to move from cheque book charity to engaged
philanthropy. Simply transferring the U.S. model to Ireland is not an option, since social,
economic and political conditions are different. The key is to select those elements that
can cross the Atlantic and adapt them for Irish conditions. Philanthropy in Ireland is
now at the crossroads of opportunity and challenge. Never before have we seen a time
so promising or so demanding for Promoting Philanthropy in Ireland.

Carpe diem.

Kingsley Aikins
President and CEO · The Worldwide Ireland Funds
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1 Learn about philanthropy

The word philanthropy, of Greek origin, literally means
‘love of humankind’ and in its modern sense means private
contributions for public purposes by individuals,
corporations and foundations. 

Historically, the United States has led the way but other
countries are rapidly developing vibrant philanthropic sectors
having learnt from the U.S. experience. The industry is rapidly
globalising and philanthropy is now front page news. 

International philanthropy is growing because donors
today are more cosmopolitan in their professional lives, think
in global terms and are naturally interested in international
issues. A billion new consumers will enter the marketplace in
the next decade. We now work not just globally but instanta-
neously. We are forming communities and relationships in new
ways. More than 2 billion people now have mobile phones; 
we send 9,000 billion emails a year. We do a billion Google
searches a day, over half not in English. For perhaps the first
time in history, geography is not the primary constraint on the
boundaries of social and economic organisation. The 33 million
university-educated young professionals in developing 
countries is more than double those in developed countries.
Internationally there is an increasing realisation that civil
society is a stool with three legs: a profitable business sector, an
efficient government sector and a vibrant nonprofit sector.

One often hears talk these days of the need to build
‘social capital’ which can either be involuntary (taxation) or
voluntary (philanthropy).

one Environment

notes

‘One more good man on earth is better than an extra angel in heaven’
Chinese Proverb
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It is simply not good enough to focus solely on having a
great business sector. If we only have great companies, we
will have a wealthy society, not a great society. Economic
prosperity underpins, but does not define, a great nation.

So read and learn about the origins and history of
philanthropy. Doing so will help you do what you want to do
better, with greater knowledge, confidence and pleasure, thus
achieving greater results and enjoying greater satisfaction. 

Understand how philanthropy is evolving and changing
today and in the future and you will make better decisions
today in support of the issues, institutions and communities
you care about most.

Appreciate that philanthropy can be one of the most
enjoyable and personally satisfying part of our lives, playing a
key role in defining who we are and how our lives acquire
meaning, for ourselves, for others and for the world around us.

Philanthropy can help translate success into significance.
A life’s meaning comes from the difference it has made. We
are in a unique position to provide our donors with a way to
make a difference in the world. The more we can report back
to them with the evidence of what they are doing the more
they will continue to support us. In a sense, then, we are
agents of meaningfulness.

In essence, philanthropy is about the future and
seeking change. 

It acknowledges that neither the marketplace nor the
government can do it alone. It also recognises the role and
impact an individual can have. A better world cannot be
brought about by some master strategy created by a central
agency. It can only emerge from the bottom up; produced by
many creative citizens and organisations willing to grapple
with issues and bring about change for the common good in
issues they feel passionately about, whether it’s in their own
parish or village or in a community halfway across the planet. 

In a networked age, these efforts can be connected in
ways never before possible. 

Whether it adds up to a better future or not will depend
on you, the person reading this guide. 

Philanthropy is, by definition, profoundly a voluntary act
and not all will participate. 

In Ireland we need pioneers to grasp the new realities –
they have the opportunity to be leaders and models for others.
They have the chance to create, shape and influence a sector and
a country. They deserve every encouragement as their legacy
will change the future of this island and its role in the world.

‘It is every man’s obligation to put back into the world at least the equivalent of what he takes out of it’
Albert Einstein
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2 Appreciate how big the sector is

Worldwide, the nonprofit sector is one of the fastest growing
segments of society and has become a major social and
economic force in the world. 

It engages 40 million people globally and spends $1.3
trillion annually – more than the GNP of all but six countries. 

The last quarter of a century has seen the decline of 
top-down, centrally controlled societies, be they communist
regimes, military dictatorships or apartheid. There has been an
explosion of bottom-up community organisations and an
emergence of social entrepreneurs: creative individuals with
the fixed determination and the indomitable will to drive the
innovation that society needs to tackle its worst problems. 

Twenty years ago this couldn’t have happened, there
were too many constraints, but now this growth is being
driven by the technology and communications revolution.

While philanthropy is making contributions of all kinds –
research, money, ideas, people at unprecedented levels – we
are preparing for two decades in which the volume of
philanthropy will increase fivefold and regulatory interest in
philanthropy is also reaching an all time high. 

Those who look to philanthropy for leadership and
support around the globe are also speaking out in increased
numbers with greater intensity, representing tremendous
opportunities. Never before have we seen a time so promising
or so demanding for philanthropy. 

In the last decade, transnational philanthropy, sometimes
called ‘diaspora philanthropy’, has grown dramatically. The
World Bank puts the remittance and philanthropic transfer
total globally at over $100 billion, nearly twice the total flow
of official development assistance from developed nations to
developing nations. The U.S. is the single largest point of
origin of transnational philanthropy.

In the U.S. in 2004, $244 billion was given to nonprofits,
an increase of 11% from 2003.

In the U.S. in 2004, income rose 2.6% while giving
rose 7.2%.

Twenty-five years ago there were 23,000 foundations in
the U.S., now there are 65,000. 

$1 in every $50 in the U.S. economy is a gift to a
nonprofit and three out of four Americans donate. 

If charitable giving were a business sector, it would be the
10th largest in the U.S., ranking between real estate and mining.

‘We forget that there is no hope of joy except in human relations’
Antoine de Saint-Exupery
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86% of giving in the U.S. comes from individuals. This
comes as a surprise to many, and many board members persist
in believing that foundations and corporations are where the
fundraising riches are to be found. 

The reality is that individual giving is where the most
potential lies. You don’t have to fill out lots of forms and they
don’t have to consult committees to make a gift. They can give
without restrictions and they can give as often as they like.

Experts all seem to agree that we are now in the early
stages of a Golden Age of Philanthropy.

3 Accept that government can’t and won’t 
fund everything all the time

Throughout the world, governments are struggling to
adequately fund three key areas: education, healthcare and
the arts. The gap has to be filled by corporations,
foundations and individuals. 

Governments, of course, are the major funders in these
areas but increasingly will seek to leverage private support
and participation. 

Partnership and challenge grants will become more
common in the future.

One avenue to pursue is encouraging governments to
create conditions conducive to fostering the growth of philan-
thropy. Governments also need to designate a department and
minister who will ‘champion’ the sector.

In Ireland that means registration, regulation and tax
incentives and an acceptance by the government of the
importance of creating social capital.

4 Be conscious of wealth and its transfer

The greatest cache of wealth in the history of mankind has
been accumulated in the last 15 years. In the U.S., 40 million
people aged over 65 control 3/4 of the wealth. 

The wealthiest 1% in the U.S. have more than the bottom
95% combined. According to Merrill Lynch, there are 7 million
people in the world with investible assets of $1 million or more. 

Professor Paul Schervish of Boston College has estimated
that $60 trillion will be transferred intergenerationally
between now and 2040 in the U.S. These funds will go to
heirs, government and nonprofits. 

‘The central purpose of each life should be to dilute the misery in the world’
Karl Menninger
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There has been a huge increase in wealth management
specialists worldwide, particularly within the banking sector.
Some experts in this field in Ireland estimate that there are over
100,000 millionaires in Ireland, 5,000 with more than $25
million in assets and 500 with more than $100 million each. 

The top 100 richest individuals in Ireland are worth $40
billion, and billions are being inherited every year.

Another trend over the past 20 years has been privati-
sation. Of the world’s 100 largest revenue producers in
2003, only 24 were countries/governments. The other 76
were corporations. 

In 1970, 70% of the capital flows to the developing
world were from the government sector and 30% were from
the private sector. In 2003, only 20% were from the
government sector and 80% were from the private sector.

The key point to remember here is that wealth, once
the preserve of an aristocratic few, is now a mass reality.
The concept of the mass rich is now nowhere more evident
than in Ireland. 

More than anything else this worldwide phenomenon
will drive the coming Golden Age of Philanthropy. It’s not just
that the rich are getting richer, there are also more of them. 

With more people able to give significantly, a burgeoning
industry has been spawned to serve their philanthropic needs. 

The infrastructure worldwide has grown dramatically
and rapidly. 

There are now more donors, more foundations, more
donor advised funds, more giving circles and more businesses
vying to attract the funds of the wealthy. 

In the U.S., 11 new foundations and 120 nonprofits are
created every day.

The next decade will see the emergence of a philan-
thropic infrastructure in Ireland with university programmes,
consultants, brokers, specialist newspapers and journals, and
advisory and support organisations. 

There are three phases to wealth – creation, preser-
vation and transfer – and Ireland is currently between the
first two phases. 

One interesting aspect of discussions with high net worth
individuals in Ireland is the number who say they do not want
to leave all their wealth to their children.

‘I prefer to be remembered for what I have done for others, not what others have done for me’
Thomas Jefferson
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Warren Buffet had an interesting take on this: ‘I want to
give my children enough of an inheritance that they will feel
they can do anything, but not so much of an inheritance that
they will do nothing’. 

5 React to changing demographics

In the last 100 years, average lifespan has gained 30 years,
from 47 in 1900 to 77 today. 

Today, in the U.S. if you are 50, female and don’t smoke
you can expect to live to 94. 

Women outlive men on average by seven years (which is
extremely relevant as they often determine what happens to
estates) and many children born today will live to 100. 

By 2030 there will be more people over 50 than under 18. 

In the E.U., the number of people aged between 50 and
64 will increase by 25% over the next two decades, while
those aged 20–29 will decrease by 20%. 

A new phase of life is now emerging between middle age
and true old age made up of an enormous group of baby
boomers (those born from 1946 to 1964) numbering some 77
million in the U.S. 

This greying of the population offers wonderful opportu-
nities to fundraisers. Simply put, there are more people than
ever with more money positioned to help us. The question is:
are we positioned to help them?

This new group, sometimes dubbed the ‘Young Old,’ is
not buying into the old retirement ideal; they see themselves as
taking a temporary pause after working before taking up the
next challenge in their ‘third age’. 

Their children are reared, house and university paid for,
they are financially secure and have knowledge, experience
and contacts. They are curious, keen to travel and want to try
new things. 

They are conscious of their good fortune and want to
give back to society in a meaningful way. 

In short they are a terrific resource for nonprofits and we
need to harness their sense of purpose, their resources and
their enthusiasm. 

This is a great challenge and a great opportunity. The key
is to ask for involvement and provide meaningful participation
in the work of our organisations, i.e. not just licking stamps.

‘Be generous and you will be prosperous. Help others, and you will be helped’
Proverbs 11:25
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6 Take advantage of technology: 
think one-to-one

The reality of the nonprofit world in which we now live is that
we have to handle an ever-increasing number of relationships. 

Fundraising is a contact sport and the velocity of these
relationships is accelerating. 

Technology allows people, money and knowledge to
move quickly. 

The amount of new information (recorded in print, film,
and electronically) has doubled in the last three years.

Our databases are a rich source of information, and
technology allows us to move from mass marketing to one-to-
one marketing. The era of mass marketing through the mass
media is drawing to an end.

This means that nonprofits can develop information-rich
relationships with their key donors by providing them more
individualised data that relates only to them. 

This will enhance their sense of involvement and
engagement and allow the nonprofit to respond to the age old
question, ‘What did you do with my money?’

The Ireland Funds’ top 100 donors have individual
sections of our website with data specific to them, such as
details of their contributions, their donor-advised funds,
upcoming events and photos from past events, details on
projects funded, and reports on the impact of their giving.

7 Watch women

■ 9 million American women business owners employ 
27.5 million (one in four) workers

■ 40 million women work as freelancers, temps, or
microbusiness employees

■ less than one in ten works for a Fortune 500 company

■ numbers at college in U.S. 
– 9.2 million women
– 6.9 million men

■ women top the grades

■ research has shown that women are responsible for
decisions in the following areas:
– 83% of all consumer purchases
– 94% of home furnishings
– 92% of vacations

‘Gratitude is the heart’s memory’
French Proverb
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– 91% of home purchases
– 80% of healthcare
– 90% significantly influence car purchases

■ they are majority users of the web

■ they write 80% of all cheques

■ one third of wives out-earn husbands

8 Remember what donors are looking for

Philanthropic investors are looking for:

■ a compelling mission that engages them in issues

■ a clear vision that brings about change

■ a solid track record

■ a high return on their investment

■ professional staff with energy, empathy and enthusiasm

■ potential for leverage/matching funding

■ timely and open response to enquiries

■ regular information and feedback

■ the ability to be part of decision making

■ thanks and recognition

■ an opportunity to have fun with people they like with
shared values in a collegial environment

■ emotional involvement

■ a way to give back and do something significant

■ the chance to ensure others have what they did or 
didn’t have

‘This country cannot afford to be materially rich and spiritually poor’
Abraham Lincoln
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9 Discover your core values

Philanthropy is issues based and donor driven and people give
to organisations that share their values, thus it is important to
identify and distinguish between your core values, core
purpose, mission and vision. 

Donors, particularly the latest breed, are more interested
in addressing issues than funding organisations. 

Sometimes they feel that organisations get in their way as
they try to solve problems. 

We need to express ourselves in terms of the needs we
address, not in terms of the needs we have as an organisation. 

We need to learn from the for-profit sector that has
mastered the art of incorporating values language into their
marketing pieces. 

Donors often see their philanthropy as an extension of
self and family and think, ‘I want to make the world more
like me’.

The measure of your organisation is not its size but the
importance of its mission. Donors give to heroic, exciting
programmes rather than needy institutions. 

The days of the begging bowl approach to philanthropy
are gone.

‘We are what we repeatedly do’
Aristotle
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10 Build your brand

A decade ago branding was a foreign term to most nonprofits. 

Increasing competition for donations is changing that and
we can all learn much from the for-profit sector, which builds
its core values into branding. 

Once thought only relevant to laptops, soup and cars, a
strong brand is perhaps even more critical to the success and
sustainability of nonprofits. 

How your organisation is positioned and perceived, i.e.
how your brand is managed and developed, can make you
more competitive. 

A brand is a set of promises and expectations that exists
in the hearts and minds of your donors. 

A nonprofit creating a brand is like a bird building a nest
from scraps and twigs. 

Every communication and contact, including print,
digital, environmental and interpersonal, has two jobs to do:
first, to influence your key constituents so they are
supportive, and, second, to build recognition and meaning
for your organisation. 

Nowadays it is no use just being worthy along the lines
of, ‘We are nice people, we do good work, therefore you
should give us money’. 

Respected brands build trust, add meaning to their
offerings, say what they stand for and why people should
support them. 

They create ‘pull’ to your organisation, move people
closer and build connection. 

However, just because you have a name and a logo
doesn’t mean you have a brand. 

Brands are learned and earned over time. 

Brand building is a process, not an event, which takes
active management and investment in time. 

They can be defined in the boardroom but don’t exist
until donors ‘get it’. 

Social interaction can be as important as slick advertising,
if not more so. 

Winning brands are contemporary and ‘of the moment’
but with great historical provenance.

‘All that is necessary for triumph of evil is that good men do nothing’
Edmund Burke
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11 Change your vocabulary

Part of the challenge facing the nonprofit sector in Ireland is
moving from chequebook charity to engaged philanthropy, and
this involves a change of vocabulary. Here are some examples.

From…
■ needs to deeds

■ fundraising to development

■ getting money to building a relationship

■ special events to memorable experiences

■ giving to investing

■ costs to building capacity

■ asking for money to presenting an opportunity

■ on the board to on board

■ ho-hum meetings to opportunities to inspire

■ dependency to partnership

■ informing to involving

■ giving back to giving forward

In the old days many people responded to an organisation’s
neediness. 

Some organisations went out of their way to portray
themselves as shabby and amateurish, barely surviving month
to month – that was part of the appeal. 

Those days have gone and there is no need for the tin cup
and begging bowl.

12 Tell stories

All of us in the nonprofit world have great stories to tell, 
and we probably don’t tell them often enough and to enough
people. You impact hundreds, if not thousands, of people. 
Focus on one story and tell it convincingly.

13 Have an online strategy

It’s better to have no website than a bad one. A poor website
suggests a poor organisation. Your website is now the default
first port of call and first point of contact for many people
with your organisation. In time it can be a source of revenue,
so make sure that online donating is simple and encouraged
throughout the site. The key is that your site must be kept up
to date and lively to encourage repeat visits.

‘It is better to light one candle than curse the darkness’
Confucius
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14 Develop multiple sources of income

A good development operation works on developing a number
of streams of revenue and builds, over time, a revenue
pyramid which includes income from:

■ membership, fees

■ special events

■ annual giving

■ planned giving

■ major gifts

■ transformational giving

■ bequests 

There is a life cycle to giving and a small gift, well stewarded,
can over time become a lifetime of support. 

Giving is a habit which, when nurtured well, continues
and continues. 

Every gift is a down payment on a major gift.

15 Connect the head with the heart

It is important always to remember that this is an emotional
business and sometimes what donors feel is more important
than what they think. 

This is a key point of distinction from business. 

The cause must catch the eye, warm the heart and stir
the mind.

What motivates nations, companies, committees,
nonprofits and donors is not statistics and graphs and
strategies but ideas and philosophies and hopes which bring a
tear to the eye and a lump to the throat when presented with
passion and conviction.

There is probably no transaction that engages the left and
right sides of the brain more than making a major gift. 

The donor’s rational side wants to see plans, budgets,
building models, etc. 

At the same time, in his or her heart a donor has to
identify with dreams and visions. It’s important to strike a
balance and to support stories with statistics and statistics
with stories. 

‘Life’s most persistent and urgent question is: what are you doing for others?’
Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Challenging and stimulating your donor’s intellect is a
way of deepening the relationship with them and allowing
them to learn about a cause that is important to them. 

A donor can live his or her dreams and grow intellec-
tually with you at the same time. 

Give donors lots of information and allow them to build
their stock of knowledge.

16 Take care of your staff

Research shows the second reason why donors support
nonprofit organisations is belief in the staff (the first is wanting
to support the mission). 

Looking after staff is fundamental and staff can be a key
differentiating factor between organisations. 

You want people with talent and good attitude who get
on with people. You need to train them, reward them and
look after them well. 

Strong staff attracts strong leadership that attracts
major gifts. 

Strong boards hire strong staff. 

Weak boards hire weak staff. 

Donors won’t commit to a programme unless they
believe it is going to be well managed in the future. 

Donors who invest expect professional managers who
have become leaders to be shaping the agenda, not well-
intentioned do-gooders.

You need to find staff who are self-motivated and self-
disciplined, who wake up in the middle of the night worrying
about your organisation.

You probably can’t pay them as much as they would get
in the private sector, but you can offer them a purity of
mission, an opportunity to bring about change for good and a
great sense of meaning in their lives.

‘What we have done for ourselves dies alone with us; what we have done for others and the world
remains and is immortal’

Albert Pike
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17 Project a sense of purpose

The CEO must have a sense of purpose and not be
distracted easily or blown off course. It is an internally
generated motivation. 

Purpose is made up of three elements:

1 the why of your life – what you want to be, what you
think is the right thing to be and what you actually do

2 intention – your goals are clear

3 drive – the energy that moves you forward

Being a CEO of a nonprofit puts huge demands on your
personality, time and emotional intelligence. 

Leaders with a clear sense of purpose have the power to
think, feel and act – not just react – effectively amid fast-
changing events. 

Infusing your team with a sense of purpose is as important
as strategy or systems and is the key to organisational change.

Purpose driven staff choose the directions they take for
goals, in both their careers and their lives, they don’t see
themselves as victims of circumstances and they are resilient
in times of change. 

They are not totally concerned with the present moment
– they always have their eyes on a bigger prize in the future
which gives them a clear sense of direction and confidence in
their beliefs and values.

Increasing numbers of people enjoy reasonable standards
of living but may feel an inner pang on the question of
whether their lives have purpose. There is a higher plane than
pure material want – millions now expect both pleasant living
standards and a broad sense that their lives have purpose.
There is also a belief that a sense of meaning is much more
difficult to acquire than possessions. Companies know this
and also that consumer desire for deeper qualities is on the
rise. You, and your organisation, with a profound sense of
purpose, can help fill a void.

‘It is the greatest of all mistakes to do nothing because you can only do a little. Do what you can’
Sydney Smith
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18 Create magic moments

Philanthropy is an emotional business and it is important to
appeal to both the head and the heart. At your special events
look for ways to create magic moments – include memorable
elements that make the experience really special. 

The best way to create a magic moment is to show the
impact of your work, which often means involving a
grantee who can tell how their life has been changed by a
donor’s generosity.

You want to move events from ho-hum to wow with
carefully planned moments of emotional spontaneity!

19 Remember – education is more 
important than PR

There is a tendency to believe that getting good PR will
solve all of your funding problems. People will read about
the good things you are doing and money will flood in. It
rarely works like that. 

To raise substantial money you must ask person-to-
person regardless of any well-placed stories. Most campaigns
depend on a relatively small number of major donors (20
people can make or break a campaign) and their decision to
give won’t be much influenced by the media. 

Think instead in terms of educating them about the
cause, the people and how people’s lives will be changed. 

Nonprofits need to communicate with individuals, not
masses – it’s the only thing that works.

Publicity is important in building an image in the
community, but it shouldn’t be relied upon as an avenue
for fundraising. 

Raising awareness of your impact and credibility as an
organisation contributes to your brand recognition and, in this
sense, paves the way for good one-on-one fundraising. 

In all the publicity that you do, use real people being
touched in real ways by your organisation’s work.

‘People are lonely because they build walls instead of bridges’
Unknown
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20 Focus on measurements of outputs

Inputs are relatively easy to measure with nonprofits, outputs
less so, which is why charities are often rated on their cost
ratios rather than the impact of their work. 

This arises because, compared to the business sector
where inputs and outputs have a monetary value, in the
nonprofit sector outputs often do not have a monetary value
and performance must be measured relative to the mission of
the organisation. 

Although this is difficult, you still have to do it even if
those outputs appear to defy measurement. 

The important point is that you assemble evidence –
either quantitative or qualitative – to track your programme. 

No set of measurements is perfect but the key is that you
have a consistent and intelligent way of assessing the impact
of your work and report this to your donors. 

Without this, donors feel they are putting money into a
bottomless pit. 

Remember – they want to be reassured that your organi-
sation can deliver an excellent service, can make a significant
difference and has a plan to achieve lasting endurance.

21 Invest in raising money

Money costs money and it’s impossible to raise money without
investing in your organisation. Nobody wants to be wasteful
but not being willing to invest in fundraising’s core costs will
make it nearly impossible to be successful. Your board has to
understand that building deep and abiding, long term
relationships takes time and money. Setting up a compre-
hensive development operation with multiple sources of
revenue means incurring costs in people, systems and expenses.

As one of The Ireland Fund’s board members once
put it, ‘You can’t downsize to greatness’.

‘Continually give, continually gain’
Chinese Proverb
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22 Develop your board

Start by asking a tough question: do you have a great
board, or do you really mean you have great people on
your board? Also, is your board bored? Is attendance,
excitement and interest going up or down? Are meetings a
waste of time and talent?

There’s a big difference between being on board and
being on the board. For many nonprofit organisations,
developing an effective board is their biggest challenge.

Boards vary and there are many different types such as:

■ a letterhead board

■ a micromanaging board

■ a founder’s board

■ a rubber stamp board

■ a board ridden with rivalries

■ a board without a sense of purpose

■ a board that talks a good game but never does anything

■ a board that thinks fundraising is not their responsibility
(that’s why they hired a fundraiser)

■ a combination of the above

Which board have you?

What can be done? Read on.

‘We make a living by what we get; we make a life by what we give’
Winston Churchill
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23 Engage and motivate

For many organisations, the problem is not that they have a
bad board, but that the board they have is not motivated. 

To motivate your board you must first engage them.
If the board is not engaged, your organisation is like a ship
without a rudder. 

Board members are your most valuable asset and their
care and feeding is as important as anything else in your
mission. They deserve a positive experience.

The role of the CEO in all of this is critical. Think of
the board as a bus – you want the right people on the bus
and the wrong people off it. Then you want the right people
in the right seats. 

You want to get the board to a stage where they can
answer the following questions:

■ Why am I on the board?

■ What are the expectations of me?

■ What would I like to see accomplished by the organisation?

■ How will I know if I am doing a good job?

You need to develop individual strategies for each board
member with ‘stretch’ goals. 

Each board member has different strengths and
weaknesses – play to their strengths.

24 Set up a Nominating Committee

All boards have a tendency to migrate to the level of partici-
pation and performance of the weakest member, so you need
to develop a 100% strong board. 

An essential element of strengthening the board and
getting rid of the ‘dead wood’ is setting up a Nominating
Committee. The committee’s job is to review, on an annual
basis, the performance of each board member and to make
recommendations on who to ‘retire’ or ‘rotate’ off the board,
or ‘promote’ to another level, as well as to consider new
nominations for membership. 

This process should be made clear to everybody to avoid
ambiguity. Gradually the word gets out and everybody
understands the process. It helps people concentrate on their
performance and contribution.

‘The main problem is not the haves and have-nots – it’s the give-nots’
Arnold Glasow
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25 Learn how to ‘lead up’

This is one of the great challenges of working for a nonprofit as
opposed to a for-profit organisation, especially where outcomes
are difficult to measure. The challenge can be summed up as
‘the board as your boss, you as their leader’. 

You have to drive new ideas and get things done and
there are specific inherent difficulties as you have to:

■ get things done when you’re not in charge

■ motivate others when you don’t have formal authority

■ convince and persuade superiors of the need for action
and involvement

■ lead without the virtue of power or position

■ convince those over whom you have no direct power to give
themselves over to a decision that is all about what you want.

In essence, you have to be the wave ahead of the ship and it
takes great skill, tact and diplomacy to do this effectively. 

The objective is to bring people together for a common
purpose, goal and vision. 

Much depends on your personality and ability to engen-
der trust. 

True leadership exists if people follow when they have
the freedom not to.

You have to be ambitious, first and foremost for the
cause, the movement, the mission, the work rather than for
yourself. A certain amount of personal humility and profes-
sional will is key in creating legitimacy and influence. People
respond when they realise that you are motivated by the great-
ness of your work, not yourself.

26 Have a plan and a vision

Nothing inspires and motivates a director more than knowing
that there is a plan or roadmap in place for where your
organisation is heading. 

Without a plan you just wander along from year to year,
which doesn’t inspire anybody. 

In a shake-out or recession, organisations without vision
are the organisations that struggle. 

One suggestion is for you and your board to imagine
where your organisation can be five or ten years from now
and what it will look like and what resources – human and
financial – will be needed to get there. 

A vision should challenge and inspire everyone involved
to reach for lofty goals.

‘If you haven’t got any charity in your heart, you have the worst kind of heart trouble’
Bob Hope
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27 Build ‘BHAGS’

BHAGS stands for big, hairy, audacious goals. We all need
them in our organisations. Why? Because people are motivated
by lofty goals. BHAGS can be qualitative or quantitative.

They are easy to understand and people get them right
away. BHAGS refer to the future and how you translate your
mission into a great tomorrow. What you want to do is bond
your donor to your vision.

Your objective becomes their objective – share the
ownership and then transfer it. Architect Daniel Burnham
summed it up:

‘Make no little plans. They have no magic to stir men’s
blood and probably themselves will not be realised. Make big
plans, aim high in hope and work, remembering that a noble,
logical diagram once recorded, will never die, but long after
we are gone will be a living thing, asserting itself with ever
growing insistency. Remember that our sons and grandsons
are going to do things that would stagger us. Let your
watchword be order and your beacon beauty. Think big’.

28 Organise a retreat

At The Ireland Funds we do this annually when we take our
board to Ireland for a weekend every June, and it is a key part
of our fundraising strategy. 

The objective is to get your key people away from their
offices and their usual surroundings and distractions (work,
family, other nonprofits, etc.) and give them a top quality
empowering experience.

The idea is to get their full and undivided attention and
reignite their passion about the good work your organisation
is doing.

You want to create a sense of collective ownership of
your mission, goals and strategy.

Get them in touch with their vision for a better world.

You want to have some fun, break bread together and
develop an ‘esprit de corps’. 

This helps build trust. 

Collectively you discover core values and core purpose. 

Remember, people support organisations which reflect
their own values. 

Shared values glue boards together. 

‘Do your givin’ while you’re livin’… then you’ll be knowin’ where it’s goin’’
Ann Landers
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Your supporters start saying ‘we’ should rather than
‘you’ should.

By collectively accepting exciting and demanding
objectives they are also accepting the responsibility of raising
the funds necessary to achieve them. 

What you want to avoid them saying is, ‘Great objectives
– you’re the fundraiser, now you go get the funds’. 

This is a major culture shift in organisations and takes
time to develop – retreats really help. 

They are opportunities to show donors’ money at
work and convince them that the work they are doing is
honourable and noble. 

They can spend quality time with grantees and get
educated and passionate about the cause.

29 Have a written job spec

So many times Board members say ‘I don’t know what my
role is’ or ‘I’m just a rubber stamp – a small group decides
everything – I’m just making up the numbers’.

The job spec should come from the chairman, leading
by example. 

It should be a written document and should incorporate
the four key responsibilities of board directors, to act as:

1 Governors, overseeing the work of the institution

2 Ambassadors, spreading good will

3 Consultants, offering advice and expertise

4 Sponsors, underwriting the mission of the organisation
and participating in fundraising.

The directors’ job spec of The American Ireland Fund covers
the following areas:

1 Understanding, supporting and promoting the cause

2 Supporting local events

3 Participating in the Annual Fund

4 Hosting outreach events

5 Making introductions

6 Going to Ireland

7 Serving on a committee

8 Attending meetings

‘It is more blessed to give than to receive’
Acts 20:35
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The benefit of all of this is that it clears up any ambiguity – a
sort of ‘caveat emptor’ for board members – and lays the basis,
at an early stage, of the board’s involvement in fundraising.

30 Train and mentor new board members

Don’t assume that new board members can be immediately
effective. 

For many it can be a new experience, environment and
group of people to join. 

Devise an induction programme, give them a new
members’ welcome kit and assign an experienced board
member to be their mentor. 

New members need training – call them regularly to see
how they are getting on. 

Make them feel they are contributing to the mission of
the organisation – give them tasks that use their skills and ask
them for advice. 

Call them and get their honest feedback on the
experience. Make sure they thoroughly understand the cause.

Don’t assume. Don’t assume. Don’t assume. Ask.

31 Create a course of upward mobility

Each board member should have a sense of where they are
heading, which means they should be exposed to a variety
of experiences. 

Give them tasks – ask for all sorts of things. Discover
what they are good at. Everybody isn’t equal – identify
their strengths and weaknesses. Move them from
committee to committee. Get them to report in front of
their peers, particularly when there is good news. 

They need to see slots opening up. 

Their natural inclination is to be successful – they need,
and are happy, to be challenged but they don’t like to see
other board members get away with inferior performances.

A little bit of competition motivates everybody. 

They tend to be high achievers who are naturally
competitive, even aggressive, in their other lives and a bit of
productive tension often works.

‘The point is not to pay back kindness but to pass it on’
Julia Alvarez
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32 Attend your board members’ events – 
they attend yours

Be aware of board members’ other involvements and show an
interest in them. They give a lot of time and attention to your
passion – you should be aware of theirs. It’s a way of showing
respect and getting to know more about why they have an
interest in your organisation in particular and nonprofits in
general. Philanthropists tend to take a portfolio approach to
their giving, with certain amounts put aside for you, the local
school, church, hospital, third world charities, etc.

33 Ask for advice

A common complaint from board members is that their advice
isn’t asked for often enough. 

You have terrific collective experience at your disposal
with your board – don’t regard them as ‘rubber stamps’. 

During the course of the year, ask every board member
for advice. 

Use phrases like, ‘If you were me…’ and, ‘What do you
think I should do…’ 

Remember – seeking advice is not weakness.

Always follow up with handwritten notes of appreciation
and thanks.

34 Sell the network

People join nonprofit boards for a variety of reasons and one
of them is to get access to new networks. Many people work
within professional sectors such as law, finance, accounting,
media, etc. Nonprofit boards offer them the opportunity of
interacting in a meaningful way with peers from other sectors
and thus increasing their contacts, both social and profes-
sional, while at the same time taking on purposeful challenges
together. Give them enough social time to get to know each
other and opportunities to relax together with their spouses.

35 Ask them to thank

This is a very simple, effective and much underrated first step
on the road to asking, which means that the board member
must speak with knowledge about the mission and the
organisation, the people and the cause. 

‘You have not lived until you have done something for someone who can never repay you’
John Bunyan
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In thanking much can be learned and it is a way of finding
out more about the donor: their motives for giving, knowledge
of the cause and organisation and their level of interest and
potential for more involvement and giving in the future. 

Fundraising does not come naturally to directors but it
will through thanking. 

Try to encourage them to do it in a systematic way and
develop conversations – thank you letters are not enough. 

Finding out why people made a gift can be very revealing.

You will be surprised – they don’t always give for the
reasons you think.

36 Develop the ‘elevator speech’

In a fast moving world drowned in messages, your organisation
needs to have the ‘Elevator Speech’ that everybody associated
with you can deliver. 

What this means is that you need to be able to answer the
following questions before the elevator gets to the 10th floor:

■ Why does your organisation exist?

■ What does it do?

■ How does it do it?

■ Where is it going?

■ Why is it deserving of support? 

37 Use committees

This is an effective way to elicit greater board participation. 

Committees exist for a practical reason – they work
because they are smaller, more manageable and effective and
they get the job done. 

They distribute work and focus on specific skills of
board members. 

Through this process leadership emerges. 

People can shine in a smaller group environment who
otherwise would be lost in a larger setting.

‘It takes a noble man to plant a seed for a tree that will some day give shade to people he may never meet’
David Trueblood
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At The Ireland Funds we have the following committees:

■ Executive ■ Development

■ Finance ■ Communications

■ Audit ■ Regional

■ Nominating ■ Dinner

■ Grants ■ Young leaders

Any excuse to get people together under your banner.

38 Recognise and reward

Board members, like everyone, need approval and positive
reinforcement, so look for opportunities to thank and
compliment. Highlight specific things they have done to help
ABCD (Above and Beyond the Call of Duty).

Praise them and watch their confidence grow. 

Send handwritten notes and get peers to call. 

Be sure to recognise key landmarks such as years of
service, numbers of meetings attended, amount contributed,
etc. Send photographs from events – prepare albums. It’s
amazing what you achieve when you credit others.

39 Make sure your board members 
become ‘insiders’

Your board members have to become family, which means
they need to know about your organisation ‘warts and all’. 

Don’t be afraid to share problems with your board.
Give them issues to resolve. Give them unique insights into
your work and organisation. 

Make them feel like ‘insiders’. 

The more a board director feels like an insider, the
greater stake he or she has in the success of the organisation
and the larger investment he or she can justify. 

You are on the inside and as such you are uniquely
positioned to make your directors insiders. They yearn to
learn more about the cause. 

Give them all the information they can handle from
multiple sources. 

Many of them are bright and curious (which got them to
where they are today) so they want to keep learning. 

You are involved with your cause every day but they
aren’t, so feed them lots of information.

The more you tell the more you sell.

‘To give away money is an easy matter and in any man’s power. But to decide to whom to give it, and how
large, and when, and for what purpose and how, is neither in every man’s power nor an easy matter’

Aristotle
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40 Have a policy on board giving

For many organisations this is a major culture change, yet it is
essential to achieve fundraising success. 

The board must give if it expects others to give and it
must give generously and to its capacity. 

It is amazing how many boards feel their job is to
manage the donations other people give them. 

Board directors tend to say, ‘I’ll do everything except
fundraise – that’s the job of the fundraiser’. 

They will say they are no good at it, are unsure how to
do it, are scared of it, are embarrassed by it, etc. They say
fundraising is a great idea if somebody else will do it.

How you handle this issue is key as it’s critical to the
wellbeing and survival of your organisation. 

Also, board members who do give to their capacity will
resent those who don’t.

To be successful in fundraising you need three elements:

■ a compelling case powerfully articulated
■ a constituency of supporters
■ strong leadership (and leadership means giving). 

If those closest to the organisation don’t give, why should
others?

There is now greater acceptance of this in Ireland than
even 5 years ago.

The simplistic ‘give, get or get off’ approach may still be
foreign to many Irish nonprofit boards but it is encouraging to
see how many now view fundraising as a key responsibility.
Everybody will look to the response of the leadership, so getting
acceptance and participation at this level is the first step.

41 Ensure the board understands 
five key principles

When the board understands the following it will help the
fundraising issue:

1 The ultimate responsibility of the board is to ensure the
financial viability of the organisation.

2 Asking and giving are natural – people give to people.

3 The board must help prepare the case for support. 
They must agree on the what, who, why and how.

‘Philanthropy is the rent we pay for the joy and privilege we have for our space on this earth’
Jerold Panas
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4 Every board member can do something useful (the give
or get situation).

5 This work involves individual one-on-one work – general
evangelical exhortations to groups of supporters to give
don’t work.

42 Don’t underestimate the power of staff giving

It is hugely powerful, particularly during a campaign, when a
collective gift is made by the staff. 

In reality the amount doesn’t matter, more compelling is
the fact that the staff consider the mission to be so important
that they are willing to make a commitment. 

Obviously this has to be handled sensitively and staff not
made to feel under any pressure but it sends a strong message
to the board.

43 Make meetings special

As opposed to meetings being boring and bureaucratic, try to
regard every meeting of the board as ‘an opportunity to
inspire’. Business as usual does not attract people to your
board. This is a chance to ‘wow’ directors and reinforce their
commitment to the organisation. Are you up to important
things or just pushing paper? 

Always talk about the cause and the difference being made. 

Brief people in advance, anticipate objections and send
out materials prior to the meeting. It is key that board
members actually talk!

Invite grantees to speak and tell personal stories –
everybody wants to know how your organisation changed
somebody’s life for the better.

People have to leave the meetings determined to do great
things for your organisation.

Revisit your strategic and tactical plans during regular
board meetings.

Follow up on an individual basis in addition to the minutes.

Be sure to facilitate communication among board
members about progress or results of important projects.

Ask people what they thought of the meeting and get
ideas/suggestions for the next one.

‘Giving pays the highest interest rate, and has the longest term, of any investment available’
Jeffrey K. Wilson
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44 Publish names and see what happens

It is only right and proper that people are recognised for their
gifts. This can act as an incentive for others to participate,
particularly those with capacity who haven’t given and are
conspicuous by their absence. 

Some, but not many, may wish to give anonymously and
this must always be respected.

45 Build pride

Pride is a very powerful emotion – remember the Special
Olympics World Summer Games in Ireland. 

Much of what you do for your organisation is to develop
a sense of pride which will encourage word of mouth
endorsement – the most powerful selling device you have. 

You want to make your board members so proud that
they will become zealots and insist that their friends and peer
groups support you.

‘A person’s true wealth is the good he or she does in the world’
Mohammed
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46 Launch a campaign

As many groups have discovered, the most successful way of
moving your organisation to a whole new level of effectiveness
and efficiency is to launch a fundraising campaign. 

It is sometimes described as the moral equivalent of going
to war and, in a sense, the organisation goes on a war footing.
You will be a much better and different organisation at the
end of the campaign. 

You can move the organisation from where it is now to
where you want it to be. 

It can be argued that the only mistake you could make is
not to have a campaign, and many organisations go from
campaign to campaign. 

Campaigns are essentially about major gifts and an
inherent acceptance that organisations cannot get to where
they want to go by chasing a large number of small gifts. 

This is demonstrated in the lion, the mouse and the
antelope story, which goes like this: 

A lion can capture, kill and eat a field mouse.
However, the energy to do that is greater than the caloric
content of the mouse. Therefore, a lion can spend days
hunting and eating mice and it would shortly starve itself to
death. Thus, lions need antelopes because, although they
take a lot more focused effort to kill, they also provide a
feast for the lion. A lion can live a long and happy life on a
diet of antelope – he starves quickly on a diet of mice.

So, do you spend your day chasing mice or hunting
antelope?

‘Every man according as he purposeth in his heart, so let him give; not grudgingly, or of necessity:
for God loveth a cheerful giver’

Bible, II Corinthians 9:7
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47 Understand the ten fundraising facts of life

It is critical that everyone involved with the campaign
understands the following:

1 Money is not given – it has to be raised.

2 It does not come in – it has to be gone after.

3 It is not offered – it has to be asked for.

4 Money is the oxygen of your organisation.

5 Money is not raised at your desks.

6 Asking is your greatest fundraising tool.

7 Money is attracted by strength, not weakness.

8 People like to support winners.

9 People need to be inspired by a vision.

10 If you’re not asking your donors for money,
somebody else is!

48 Explain the rationale of your campaign

The definition of a campaign is raising a lot of money
from a small group of people for a specific cause over a
finite period of time. 

It’s important that all your stakeholders understand this. 

It is also a good way to move from being an event-driven
organisation to being a donor-driven organisation. 

New leadership will emerge in the process and it’s a way
of sidelining ineffective board members.

49 Do a feasibility study

The feasibility study answers the following questions:

■ Are your goals clear?

■ Do the board members really, really believe?

■ Will they give time and money?

■ Is your case compelling?

■ Do you have campaign leadership?

■ Do you have the three things needed:
– compelling case powerfully articulated
– interested constituents
– committed leadership

■ Do you have a scale of gifts donor pyramid?

■ Are there prospects for each level?

‘You take nothing with you that you gained – only what you gave away’
Attributed to St. Francis of Assisi
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You need to get external approval for your campaign and it is
best to use outside consultants who are reliable and frank. 

They can do a SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats) and find out how people feel
about your organisation. 

The study helps to set a financial target – if there is no
monetary value then it’s hard to be taken seriously. 

The study identifies prospects and leadership levels. 

It makes them feel like insiders and puts them on early
warning notice – you’ll be coming back. 

It provides healthy feedback and gives people an
opportunity to vent. 

It also tells them you are not asking for money…yet.

The final report will recommend goals, leaders,
timetable and budget which, with board approval, will
allow you to invest in people, offices and systems to ensure
the success of the campaign.

50 Develop a case statement

A case statement comes out of the feasibility study and includes
the following:

■ Who you are

■ What you do

■ What you plan to do

■ The cost of what you plan to do

■ Why your work is important now

The case statement must inspire, motivate and appeal on an
emotional level. 

It should be a short distilled document – a mood setter. 

It says you are serious about this campaign. 

Its preparation is a good way to involve the board and
key supporters. 

The case statement is a strong statement of intent. It creates
noise, draws attention to the future plans of the organisation
and hints at expected involvement and participation. 

It highlights what is special about your organisation and
this particular campaign. 

The cliché is ‘The case statement won’t raise you a penny
but you won’t raise a penny without it’.

An effective case statement grabs a person and never lets go.

It is a vision with euro signs after it. 

‘How lovely to think that no one need wait a moment; we can start now, start slowly changing the world’
Anne Frank
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But it’s not just about money – it’s about soaring
aspirations, new ideas, bold plans and lofty objectives. 

The case statement is the centerpiece of your fundraising
effort and is the master document from which all other
components of the campaign emanate. 

It needs to have a great title and powerful theme. 

Although it can refer to history and past achievements, it
is all about the future and the great things your organisation
wants to achieve.

51 Build the research

This is part one of the four-step fundraising process of
Research, Cultivation, Solicitation and Stewardship.

Fundraising is 90% research.

Research provides facts, not reasons. It tells you what
people can do rather than what they will do.

The objective is to find people with capacity and
propensity to give.

Fundraising is a contact sport – a business of lists. Write
down the name of every possible supporter or ‘suspect’.

Then it is important to ‘rate and screen’ your suspects
and have three suspects for each level of the gift pyramid.

You will then be in a position to develop individual
campaigns.

The 80/20 rule does not apply – it is the 99/1 rule –
the top 20 donors will fundamentally make or break
your campaign.

Research helps you learn the giving habits of donors.
Involve your board in this process.

52 Start focused cultivation

Based on the simple premise that strangers don’t give, donors
to your organisation are not born. People are not naturally
altruistic at birth. It has to be learned.

Cultivation is the process of moving people from a state
of unawareness to general awareness, to informed
understanding, to sympathetic interest, to engagement, to
commitment, and finally to passionate advocacy.

The task of cultivation is to move people along this
continuum.

‘We should all be concerned about the future because we will have to spend the rest of our lives there’
C.F. Kettering
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Regardless of income, people aren’t casual about parting
with money (maybe that’s why they have it).

Rarely will a sizeable major gift come from somebody
you don’t know.

Wealth and generosity are not related, and the wealthy
won’t give until the organisation is important to them.

Cultivation needs discipline – ask yourself each week
what you are doing with your top prospects. Distinguish
between activity and progress.

Let them get close to you and get to know you better.
Great relationships in fundraising happen the same way great
friendships happen. You get to know people, you share things
with them and you are intrigued by them. You become part of
their lives and they become part of your life. 

Ask them for advice and make them insiders.

Think how you would like to be solicited for a major
gift: by getting a letter, email or phone call?

You don’t propose marriage by email.

Think of it as dating.

Provide your donors with a three part service: delivering
information, providing dramatic proof of results and offering
thoughtful thanks.

Remember the old American saying:
Tell me and I will forget,
Show me and I will not remember,
Involve me and I will fully understand.

53 Manage moves management

Moves management is based on the idea that the tighter the
circles, the stronger the beliefs and the greater the propensity
for people to give.

It means keeping in constant contact.

15–20 moves are needed before a major ask and this can
often take years.

It is important to track and keep a record of moves.

The focus becomes increasingly on deeds rather than
needs – shifting from your needs to your prospects’ needs.

Accept and realise that major gifts often come with major
restrictions. Donors give to what they are interested in, not
what you are interested in.

‘Don’t judge each day by the harvest you reap, but by the seeds you plant’
Robert Louis Stevenson
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54 Build the pipeline

The objective of this process of cultivation and moves
management is to develop a pipeline of prospects who are
getting closer and closer to being asked for a major gift. 

If there is enough activity with enough people, then there
will be a steady stream of solicitations, converting the process
into actual gifts. 

This process needs to be managed and constantly
reviewed and requires considerable self-discipline.

55 Offer time to pay

Nearly all major gifts to The Ireland Funds are pledges over
time (and many of them are gifts of stock). By asking for a gift
over a certain period of time, one reduces the ‘pain’ of the gift.
Normal pledge periods are 3 to 5 years and many donors end
up paying them off early. We ask them to sign a pledge card
(nonbinding legally). There have been very few pledges that
have not been paid in full. A nonbinding pledge allows the
donor a way out should exceptional circumstances prevent
him or her from honouring the pledge.

56 Launch the campaign

The launch is a great opportunity to create noise and
awareness of your campaign. 

It puts people on notice, is a great ‘call to arms’ and is a
good opportunity to get P.R. 

Typically, it comes at the end of the ‘quiet’ or ‘nucleus’
phase of the campaign and, ideally, you should have at least
40% of the total raised in gifts and pledges before you go public. 

You will have collected what is sometimes called the
‘low hanging fruit’.

57 Make the ask

Remember rule number one in fundraising – if you want to
get you have to ask.

And if you’re not asking your prospect, somebody else is.

You’ve done the research, cultivation and moves manage-
ment and the suspect is now a prospect and ready to be asked. 

He or she knows you and your organisation and
believes in your mission. He or she likes you and now is the
time to ask.

‘It is one of the most beautiful compensations of life, that no man can sincerely try to help another
without helping himself’

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Make the appointment and prepare for the meeting. 

Think through in advance how the meeting might go. 

Practice the ask and possible responses to objections. The
ask must be done person to person, face to face, heart to heart. 

This meeting is important – the culmination of years
of effort.

Dress well and keep telling yourself that you are not
asking for a gift for yourself, but to bring about great change. 

You are giving your donor an opportunity to invest in a
superb project. 

Remember – that arm that you think you are twisting up
their back will eventually be draped around your shoulders,
thanking you for this opportunity. 

Think of this as a business meeting and remember to
practice your active listening. 

Effective fundraisers don’t sell the gift – they ‘listen’ the
gift. Only through active listening do you discover what kind
of programme your donor is interested in funding. You can
also learn what recognition will be most meaningful to the
donor. The unique personal nature of the donor reveals itself
to you when you listen. The Lord gave you two ears and one
mouth – use them in that proportion.

Stand in the reception.

Make yourself comfortable in the meeting room.

Engage in small talk – get their mind off their most
recent work or family distraction. 

If appropriate, congratulate him or her on other gifts. 

Sound calm. 

Don’t rush. 

Exude confidence. 

Be knowledgeable, not slick. 

Don’t be obsequious.

Begin to look at everything from their perspective. 

Look for encouraging positive stimuli – agreeing, smiling,
head nodding, laughing, etc. 

Wait until the atmosphere is charged with positive feelings. 

Talk about issues, not institutions. Talk deeds, not needs
– right now you have no needs – they have. 

Begin to zero in on the ask. Focus on the responses to
the campaign. 

‘One generation plants the trees… Another gets the shade’
Chinese Proverb
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Present the commitments to date list. There will be a
fascination with who has given and how much. 

Now is the time to make the ask which you do in a clear
and confident way. 

Ask the prospect to consider a gift of a certain amount,
for a specific project, over a set number of years. 

And then silence. 

Every sinew of your body is aching to make some
comment to ease the tension and make the ask more
palatable. Don’t. 

The cliché is that the next person to speak loses the sale. 

This is when you keep your lips sealed and your ears open. 

For both of you this is an emotional moment. 

People look for logical reasons to support their
emotional responses. 

You have to make them see your institution as an
extension of their beliefs and values. 

Their emotional needs will be met by making the gift that
you are proposing. 

Put across the 3 E’s – energy, enthusiasm and empathy. 

Show integrity – you will do what you say you will do.

You are unlikely to get a definite yes or no at this stage
so arrange a specific follow up time to meet again or call. 

End the meeting, leave the right material and send a
follow up letter immediately, thanking the prospect,
reconfirming the ask details and arranging the follow up. 

I have tried raising money by asking for it and by not
asking for it. I always get more by asking for it.

58 Deal with objections

This is part and parcel of the solicitation process. 

Take objections as an opportunity to learn how your
prospect really feels about your organisation and your request. 

A gift at the appropriate level won’t be made until every
concern, no matter how inappropriate or trivial, is satisfied. 

Ask probing, open-ended questions to find out:

■ is it the organisation?

■ is it the specific project?

■ is it the specific amount?

■ is it the timing?

‘This country will not be a good place for any of us to live in, unless we make it a good place for all of
us to live in’

Theodore Roosevelt
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59 Develop a stewardship programme

Stewardship is based on the realisation that there is a life cycle
to giving and giving is a habit. 

If donors are stewarded well they give and give.
Whereas some, not many, are wary of recognition, everybody
appreciates acknowledgment and thanks. This should not be
regarded as a chore. 

Remember that first impressions last and this is a way
that you can be better than other organisations. It is part of
the process of moving from monologue to dialogue with a
donor and is an opportunity to integrate your brand values
into the communication. 

Neglect of stewardship is the foremost cause of donor
drop-off in nonprofit organisations. People who give their
money and then feel ignored will find another organisation
where they feel appreciated and involved. 

Use stewardship as an opportunity to build a deep and
meaningful relationship with your donor.

Remember – every gift is a down payment on the next gift.

‘Apart from the ballot box, philanthropy presents the one opportunity the individual has to express his
meaningful choice over the direction in which our society will progress’

George G. Kirstein
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60 Have a written plan in place

Make sure everybody buys into the stewardship plan; have all
the staff help to prepare it and have the board approve it. 

It then needs somebody to police it. This is important
– stewardship is one of the 4 key elements of the
fundraising process. 

We all know from experience that once people start
giving, they give and give on a regular basis but only if you
treat them well.

61 Do five thank yous for every gift

A single thank you letter is not enough. We aim for five thank
yous as follows:

■ a handwritten thank you card that goes out within 24
hours of getting the gift

■ the official thank you letter and receipt which is used for
tax purposes

■ a personal phone call from the regional director to go with
the CEO’s thank you

■ two thank yous from other Board members outlining the
impact the gift will have

It is important to find novel and effective ways of saying
thank you, and an effective thank you programme will build
and strengthen your relationship with your donors. 

It is also a way of bringing the donor into contact with
the results of his donation. The most important reason that
your donor is giving you money is to make a difference in
somebody’s life – the least you can do is report back. 

The bigger the sense of making a difference your donor
gets, the bigger the future gets for your organisation.

Involve everyone in the organisation with saying thank
you. It’s not just the preserve of the CEO – let others build
relationships. 

Just make sure all of the communications are one-to-one.
They have more emotion and feeling than newsletters, press
releases and mass mailings, which often fail to excite and
make no friendly references to the individual. 

‘One should never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens could change the world.
Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has’

Margaret Mead
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62 Report outcomes

It’s simple really – donors give us money to bring about
change, so the least we can do is report back to them on the
impact we have made – not rocket science and yet so many
nonprofits neglect to do it well.

Find novel ways of doing this (e.g. photo albums) and
make them personal and heartfelt.

Show how the donor’s generosity improved
individuals’ lives.

Tell stories.

63 Connect donors to projects

So often we act as a barrier, so make every effort to bring the
people who make the gift together with those whose lives have
been changed, and watch the chemistry work.

Try to foster friendships. Mentor grantees on how
to interact with donors and to focus on the difference this
gift made.

64 Be alert to continuous and 
cumulative giving

Your database is a goldmine of information and an opportunity
to recognise and reward giving landmarks, such as when certain
giving targets are reached or years of continuous support.

It always comes as a surprise to the donors and they are
impressed when it is pointed out to them.

One of the greatest human cravings is to feel appreciated
– by not doing this you are suggesting that you are taking
people for granted – that’s not good enough.

65 List and involve spouses

All major gifts are joint decisions, so always pay attention and
tribute to the spouse. Organise events and occasions that
include them and get to know their interests, hobbies, what
nonprofits they support, etc.

Make sure their names are included in any lists and listen
to what they say, ask them for advice and involve them in
decision making.

‘If a free society cannot help the many who are poor, it cannot save the few who are rich’
John F. Kennedy
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66 Survey lapsed donors

Find out who has dropped away after initial strong support –
ring them up and ask them why. You will be surprised by the
result (you keep spelling my name wrong, etc., etc.).

67 Do phantom marketing

Send 20 donations to other nonprofits and monitor how
they respond to you as a donor. You will be surprised by
what you learn. 

■ Did they tell you what they did with your money?

■ How did they thank you?

■ Did you feel closer to the organisation?

■ What did they tell you about the cause?

68 Join ‘CASE’

CASE stands for Copy And Steal Everything – there is
nothing new under the sun. Look to what is happening in
other organisations and in other countries. Read the
professional literature, attend conferences, talk to peers, and
surf the internet (type philanthropy in Google and this will
give you 72 million responses).

‘Wealth unused might as well not exist’
Aesop
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69 Look out for new types of donors

The last decade has thrown up a whole new breed of
philanthropists who are having a dramatic impact on the
nonprofit world, not just in the amounts they are giving but
also in the way they are doing it and in their expectations.
These nontraditional donors are not very respectful of the
old ways of doing business in the sector and, in some cases,
are downright suspicious.

Here are some characteristics of these new age
philanthropists:

1 They are younger, often with young families for whom
they want to make the world a better place.

2 The way they want to be cultivated, solicited and
acknowledged is different.

3 They want the organisation to accept their ideas and
opinions as well as their money.

4 They want to move from chequebook charity to
engaged philanthropy and have a great desire for
hands-on philanthropy.

5 Many of them are creators of wealth rather than
inheritors of wealth.

6 They want to apply to their philanthropy the techniques
that made them wealthy in their business lives.

7 They are more interested in solutions than symptoms,
causes than organisations, systemic change than Band-Aids.

‘A philanthropist is a generous man whose relatives hate him’
Anonymous
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8 They sometimes think nonprofits are more urgent in
seeking gifts than in solving problems.

9 They demand accountability and measurability and are
impatient for results – they think nonprofits deal with
urgent issues too slowly.

10 They are willing to invest long term and understand
the need to build capacity, but they are looking for
scalable organisations that can handle large gifts and
can grow rapidly.

Many of these people are not very well known and operate
below the radar. They are not necessarily into black tie
fundraising events. 

They prefer operating one-to-one, they use email and
they enjoy meeting programme staff and experiencing
projects at work. 

All of us need to appear open to them and their ideas –
their influence in the future is only going to increase.

70 Watch corporate philanthropy become
corporate citizenship

The last decade has seen a rethink by business of its role in the
charitable sector. In the old days it was all about handing over
cheques. But now businesses are becoming more closely
involved with philanthropy for three reasons. 

Firstly, they realise that the core competencies of business
can be deployed to help charities achieve their goals.

Secondly, companies are recognising that there are
tangible benefits to be gained from charitable involvement. 

Thirdly, they just feel it is the right thing to do. 

Peter Drucker, the management consultant, has said that
social legitimacy is one of the biggest challenges for major
corporations. Corporations need to decide what they stand
for. This is reflected in a shift from corporate philanthropy to
corporate citizenship – a set of values that determine how a
company interacts with the community and society around it. 

Corporate citizenship is the sense that it is good business
to engage responsibly in the world. It is now part of corporate
branding, is a key motivator of staff morale, and is a factor in
attracting staff, who want to know what companies are doing
in this area and use it as a way of comparing companies.

‘If you are not generous with a meager income you will never be generous with abundance’
Anonymous
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At a time when the fragmentation of media means that
traditional advertising is less effective than in the past, CSR
(Corporate Social Responsibility) can be a means of attracting
favourable attention. 

The key word here is partnership, with companies
embracing the idea that you can invest more than money,
including volunteering, in-kind donations, and matching staff’s
time and financial commitments. 

The indications are that this trend will continue and
accelerate and open up opportunities to present creative win-
win partnership proposals to corporations. Being perceived as
philanthropic is an important element of a company’s
‘reputation management’ programme.

Bono’s Red initative is a fascinating and massive step
forward in this direction. Aimed at consumers with a
conscience, this initiative is expected to raise tens of millions
in the next 18 months for HIV/AIDS programmes in Africa. 

The principle is not new (although the scale of it is).
Fair trade coffee, chocolate and bananas paying higher
prices to producers are filling shelf space in supermarkets. 

Christmas cards are raising millions every year and travel
companies are selling adventure holidays that raise money for
good causes from sponsorship. 

As societies become more affluent, a sizeable minority
of consumers like to feel they are doing good while
enjoying themselves. 

American Express believes there are 1.5 million
‘conscience consumers’ in Britain and that this number could
reach 4 million in 3 years.

‘If you are not poor enough to take charity, you are rich enough to give it’
Anonymous
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71 Look out for new ways of giving

With the emergence of new types of donors, we have also seen
the growth of new ways of giving such as:

1 giving circles and other types of collaborative giving

2 planned giving

3 living legacies, bequests

4 insurance products

5 payroll deductions

6 gifts of shares

7 cause-related marketing

8 community foundations and donor advised funds

9 venture philanthropy

10 gifts in kind

11 philanthrocapitalism

12 charitable mutual funds

13 charitable gift vouchers

14 cross-border giving

15 HNW philanthropy seminars

16 company matching programmes

17 incentive trusts 

72 Be alert to increased regulation 
and governance

In tandem with the sector attracting more and more
media attention is the inevitability of increased regulation
and governance. 

We should all welcome this. It will improve the sector’s
standing in the public’s eye. It will root out the rogue
operators and bring us on a par with international best
practice. As a result the sector should be taken more seriously
and attract more funding. 

It will also greatly aid research and data collection which
are sorely lacking.

‘Things do not happen – they are made to happen’
John F. Kennedy
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73 Attract the next generation

In tandem with having a programme to involve the Baby
Boomer generation, you also need to attract the next
generation of leadership, for obvious reasons. 

People tend to choose nonprofit organisations early in
their professional lives and stick with them for decades. 

Social life often revolves around participation in
nonprofits and a certain amount of enlightened self-interest
also comes into play. 

The younger generation brings ideas, energy and
enthusiasm to the organisation and the ‘older leadership’ very
much welcome this. Because they are ‘young nesters’, they
may not be sources of major contributions but that might only
be a question of time. 

They understand the importance of networking and can
bring in many friends and contacts. 

At The Ireland Funds our Young Leaders group includes
many sons and daughters of our original leadership.

74 Use viral marketing

Viral marketing is the notion that ideas change the world and
ideas can become contagious. Ideas, not products, are the
engine of the new economy.

It took radio 40 years to get 10 million listeners.

It took TV 15 years to get 10 million viewers.

It took Netscape 3 years to get 10 million customers.

It took Google 9 months to get 10 million users.

Connections make ideas travel fast and what we need to
do for our organisations is to find ‘connectors’ who will
spread the word about us. 

Everybody knows these types of people – unique
individuals who have a special gift of bringing people together
and who seem to know the best restaurants, movies, books, etc. 

Word of mouth is our greatest marketing tool, so we
need to identify and cultivate ‘connectors’ who will spread the
word about our organisations and orchestrate the smooth
transfer of enthusiasm from friend to friend. 

‘Money is like muck – no good unless it is spread’
Francis Bacon
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Connectors give you access to worlds you don’t
usually inhabit. 

The moral of the story is that we have to do a sensational
job with our existing supporters so they will be champions of
our mission and organisation.

‘The people who get on in the world are the people who get up and look for the circumstances they
want and, if they can’t find them, they make them’

George Bernard Shaw
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75 Think transformational gift

Distinguish between transactional gifts and transformational
gifts. The latter are gifts so large that they totally transform
your organisation and bring you to a whole new level of
effectiveness. They can, of course, happen by chance and
there are many stories of unsolicited one-off gifts that totally
change organisations. 

This is one of the reasons we generate so much activity
– you just don’t know who may be thinking of your
organisation for a bequest. Luck plays a role in this but so
does behaving as an organisation that expects to receive, at
some future date, a transformational gift. 

These gifts go to organisations which prove they can
bring about change and act and believe in that way.
Thoughtful, truly philanthropic investors will put money into
capacity-building. 

To appeal to a transformational gift giver you need to:

■ have great stewardship

■ focus on the issues

■ have good systems in place

■ have a personal involvement

■ show the value-added impact of gifts

■ show that you can handle a transformational gift.

‘Where there is no vision, the people perish’
Book of Proverbs
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76 Move from taking to giving

In our fundraising mindset we tend to look at ourselves as
takers of money. This puts us at a disadvantage and it doesn’t
make us feel very powerful. 

The challenge then is to look upon ourselves as givers
and shake off the Robin Hood identity.

Here is what we all have to give:

■ ourselves: our passion, personality, enthusiasm, wit,
humour, charm

■ knowledge of our cause, our organisation and 
our competitors

■ what’s happening around the world

■ insights into issues, solutions to problems, opportunities to
invest, ways to make a difference

■ emotional and memorable experiences

■ fun and friendship and access to people

■ acknowledgment; innovative, highly personalised 
thank yous

All of these will make you at ease with your donors and they
will begin to thank you for the relationship.

77 Think farming

You can’t plant a seed and harvest tomorrow. You can’t
scream at the ground, ‘Grow – I can’t wait for harvest!’ 

You have to cultivate. That means weeding, fertilising,
watering and nurturing your donors. 

You can’t be desperate and also raise substantial, long
term money. The more desperate you are the less chance you
have of succeeding. 

Farmers don’t hope they will harvest – they know. 

For fundraisers to have the certainty of a good result they
must put in the hard work. 

They need to invest in their key relationships for them to
be there in tough times.

‘Public sentiment will come to be, that the man who dies thus rich dies disgraced’
Andrew Carnegie
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78 Don’t think you have to set the world on fire

The 80/20 rule doesn’t apply to fundraising – more likely it’s
95/5 or even 99/1, i.e. 99% of the money raised comes from
1% of the donors. 

Often, 20 gifts can determine the success or failure of a
campaign – just imagine they were your only donors and think
of all the things you would do over the next year to strengthen
your relationships with them. 

Think how you can bring them closer to your organi-
sation, how you can better inform them of the impact of your
work and the lives you are touching, how you can get them to
meet these people and key staff, and how you can put a
human face on the difference their money is making. 

Think how you can thank them and how you can get
other people to thank them.

Cut your focus down to the best donors you already have
and get to know them better. Involve them in a higher level in
your organisation and in your work. 

Help them learn more about what you are doing and
how they can help you do what you want to do. In short,
prune your donor tree and watch it grow. 

79 Remember – success breeds success

In philanthropy, money is attracted by strength, not weakness.
Don’t try to hide it. 

People support organisations because of their success, not
in spite of it. 

Donors are attracted to winning attitudes and organi-
sations that they perceive to be success-bound. Donors like to
come in at the ground floor and help launch a major success. 

They get excited about growth possibilities – they would
rather do that than save a poorly run organisation that is on
the point of extinction. 

They know that ‘bailing out’ an organisation is often
delaying the inevitable. 

Your challenge is to paint an exciting picture of the
future for your donors and they will respond by loving the
idea of helping you reach great success and stature as an
organisation. 

If you are successful it will show and successful people
will be drawn to you. 

‘I would rather have men ask, after I am dead, why I have no monument than why I have one’
Cato the Elder
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Give a sense of adventure and drama to what you are
trying to achieve, get your people excited and they will do
extraordinary things to help you. 

They will give you their support because you deserve it
and you earned it. 

Never apologise for being successful.

80 Don’t assume a down economy is 
bad for fundraising

Interestingly, the statistics show that giving has not gone
down in recessions. Certainly a down economy will affect
inefficient fundraising. 

However, you should never make assumptions about
someone else’s financial situation. 

Also, older donors have made their money and are less
affected by the choppy waters of day to day commerce. 

And strong donors realise their importance to you at times
like these. A down economy is a circumstance but circum-
stances are not the focus of great fundraisers. Relationships are. 

When a down economy swings upward as it inevitably
does and more wealth is created, that wealth will go to the
relationships created when the economy was down.

81 Don’t think you have to have stars

One of the myths of fundraising is that it’s all in who you
know. The reality is that it’s actually how well you know
who you know. 

Contacts with the rich and famous are meaningless
compared to long term, carefully built relationships. 

They create the illusion of value without really having any. 

Contacts don’t raise money. Relationships do. 

One fruitful relationship with one major individual donor
will yield your organisation more money than a hundred
casual contacts. 

‘The real measure of our wealth is how much we’d be worth if we lost all our money’
John Jowett
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82 Try asking, and, why staff are sometimes
better at it than volunteers

Many textbooks say that the only person who can ask for a
gift is somebody who has themselves made a gift of at least
the same amount as that being asked for. Our experience, at
The Ireland Funds, is that very often senior staff can also
make major gift asks. With board members so much busier
these days, it is sometimes the only way to ensure that asks get
made on a regular basis. There are even some reasons why
staff are better at asking than volunteers:

1 Desire – Staff often enjoy asking whereas volunteers can
lack enthusiasm and persistence.

2 Dealing with Objections – Volunteers often don’t know
how to handle objections whereas staff can be trained.

3 Enthusiasm – Volunteers tend to be enthusiastic about the
invitation or programme but not about asking.

4 Time – For staff, major gift solicitation is our number 
one priority and what we spend our time thinking about –
this is not the case with volunteers.

5 Training – Volunteers don’t take to training and, usually,
don’t understand sales.

6 Preparation – Staff prepare diligently for each ask –
volunteers rarely do.

7 The Ask – Often volunteers are not specific, the ‘whatever
you can give’ approach. Staff ask for specific amounts.

8 Accountability/Follow Up – Good staff do this naturally,
volunteers don’t.

9 Trading Euro – Volunteers are afraid that they will be
asked back – this doesn’t apply to staff.

10 Skill – Over time staff can become very accomplished
major gift askers. Development is a sophisticated,
challenging and competitive profession that requires
total commitment.

‘You must be the change you wish to see in the world’
Mahatma Gandhi
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83 Don’t only focus on the rich

People who are modest givers throughout their lives can
leave large bequests. 

Everything depends on how strong the relationship is
at that time. 

The idea is to give exceptional service to every
donor regardless of the size of their gifts. Once people
give you anything, treat them specially and do thoughtful
things for them. 

Major gifts are going to come from the donors you have
already rather than from strangers. 

Treat them well over a long period of time and they will
reward you. 

Donors will migrate to where they are made to feel
welcome and stay where they are well treated.

‘Tomorrow is often the busiest day of the week’
Spanish Proverb
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84 Get to know the advisors

Your donors trust their lawyers and accountants, so spend
time winning their trust and this will bring you a step closer
to their clients. 

Lawyers and accountants want to know that their
clients’ money is used wisely so keep them informed and be
accountable to them as well as to the donor. 

Keep them in the loop and realise that they have
great influence.

85 Use the emerging philanthropic
infrastructure

Ireland is quite undeveloped in this area compared with the
U.S. and the U.K. but the next few years will see some
catch-up happening. 

The Ireland Fund’s Philanthropy Seminar is one example
and there will be other fundraising events, training courses
and conferences as well as research reports, journals,
magazines, videos, etc. 

Specialist consultancies will emerge locally and be
attracted from overseas and there will be advisory services,
particularly from a tax point of view, aimed at high net
worth individuals.

Brokers will emerge who specialise in linking the
corporate and nonprofit worlds.

‘If a man is willing to give, the value of his gift is in proportion to what he has’
St Paul
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It is worthwhile to read the main philanthropic media,
such as the Chronicle of Philanthropy, on a regular basis to
keep up to date with international developments, as well as
attending international fundraising conferences. 

Obviously, the internet is a huge resource on the topic.
An enormous literature has grown up around the sector –
immerse yourself in it.

86 Pay attention to the gatekeepers

PA’s and secretaries and other staff ‘gatekeepers’ play a
critical role in protecting their bosses and putting up a block
between them and those trying to access them. 

Having them on your side is important. 

Get to know them as individuals and recognise and
reward them. 

They can help you get to the top of the queue and they
can go the extra mile to help you make contact, leave
messages, get appointments, deliver follow up letters, etc. 

Look after them – send them cards and gifts where
appropriate – and they will look after you.

Nobody ever recognises them.

87 Encourage ‘give while you live’

Rather than encouraging people to leave money to you in their
will, encourage them to give their money away while they are
alive so that they see the great changes it can bring about. 

Remind them that ‘there ain’t no roof rack on the hearse’
– they can’t take it with them and giving it away in their
lifetime will bring them great joy. It also means that their
money will go to things they really care about. There is no
guarantee of this happening after they die.

The only other two destinations for their wealth are taxes
and heirs. Many are not enthusiastic for the former nor do
they want to leave vast sums to their children. 

Many believe that what they leave within their children is
more important than what they leave to them – the passing on
of values is more important than the passing on of wealth.

‘One is never more on trial than in the moment of excessive good fortune’
Lew Wallace
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88 Be fun to be with

You interact with many of your donors during their
‘downtime’ and their time away from work and family. It’s
their free time and they want it to be enjoyable and fun. 

So keep a good sense of humour and ensure that they
look forward to their time with you, your colleagues and
your organisation. 

Devise ruses to get people together and watch the
chemistry of camaraderie take over. 

When people get together under your banner, great
things, often unexpected, can happen. 

Remember the first three letters and the last four letters
of fundraising – you are in the business of funanthropy. 

89 Accept special events for what they are

We, at The Ireland Funds, do many special events and they
are a key part of our fundraising strategy. 

They raise critical unrestricted funds to run the organi-
sation and fund our annual grant round. 

They are a way of attracting people to the organisation
and bringing existing supporters together. 

They provide a pool of ‘suspects’ from which to select
‘prospects’ and they are an opportunity to talk about our
cause and mission. 

Through special events we can strengthen existing donor
relationships, create excitement, educate and entertain attendees
and build our network. Think in terms of moving from function
to special event to memorable experience with magic moments. 

Events are, however, expensive to run in terms of costs
and staff time and the relationships developed tend to be casual
rather than long term, and sometimes the participants are more
interested in the event than the cause. It is important to be
strong enough to eliminate events if they are not worth doing.

Finally, whereas major impersonal events may be of
dubious value, small laser guided events, particularly in
people’s private houses, can be invaluable and end up raising
a lot more money. 

This is because they can be more intimate, more focused
on the cause and more one-to-one. 

It’s yet another ‘ask’ aside from money – asking a donor
or director to open their homes to an outreach event.

‘Make all you can, save all you can, give all you can’
John Wesley
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90 Spend more time with less

Spend more time with the people who give you the most
money and study their psychology. 

Find out why they gave. 

The more you study them, the more you will be able to
identify more people like them. 

Organisations often don’t know why people give to them. 

They don’t realise their real appeal because they’ve never
asked and they’ve never listened. 

They may have a unique appeal they are not even aware
of. You don’t need a consultant to find this out – you just
need to ask and listen. 

To build a stronger relationship with a friend you don’t
need to buy expensive presents, you just need to spend more
time with them. 

91 Expect surprises and remember lady luck

Someone once said, ‘The only thing that beats a really good
strategy is dumb luck,’ and that certainly applies to philan-
thropy and many of us have examples of that. 

It is also one of the reasons that we generate a great deal
of activity around our organisation. 

You just don’t know who out there is contemplating a
major gift or bequest and it could just happen that you are the
right organisation at the right time. 

Surprises happen with surprising regularity. 

Never discount the role of luck but also remember the
famous quote of the great South African golfer, Gary Player,
‘The more I practice the luckier I get’.

92 Don’t just ask for money

Before asking for money, there are lots of other things you can
ask your prospects for, such as:

■ advice ■ to talk to the press

■ involvement ■ to proofread a document

■ engagement ■ to make an introduction

■ feedback ■ to meet a grantee

■ to thank others ■ to meet a specialist

■ to host an outreach event ■ to take people on tours 
of projects

‘You see things; and you say, ‘Why?’ But I dream things that never were; and I say, ‘Why not?’’
George Bernard Shaw
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93 Watch for donor fatigue

Donors can sometimes feel overwhelmed, particularly if they
are involved with a number of nonprofits in addition to busy
family and business lives. Be alert and sensitive to not
swamping them with information and requests. Try to work
out what is the right balance – it will differ from donor to
donor and don’t be afraid to ask them. The last thing you
want to become is a nuisance. Distinguish between fatigue for
fundraising and fatigue for the mission. It is important to be
in contact with donors when not asking them for money and
to involve them in events which are not fundraisers.

94 Practice public speaking

Public speaking comes with the job and yet many people fear
it and try to avoid it. The only solution is to practice, practice,
practice. Less is more when it comes to speeches; try to avoid
reading from notes. The better you get, the more opportunities
you will have to talk about your cause.

95 Think mergers and acquisitions

There are about 7,000 voluntary organisations in Ireland. 
As the sector matures and evolves there may be a shakeout. 
It might be wise to analyse the other organisations doing
similar work and consider whether merging would make sense
and whether, collectively, a greater impact on the mission
could be made. On the basis that philanthropic monies will be
more attracted by strong organisations who have the capacity
to grow, this may be a sensible move to take.

96 Declare your own gift

As CEO of the organisation, it is important that you make an
annual gift yourself if you expect others to give. This has two
effects: firstly, it is leading by example and makes it easier to
ask others, and secondly, it changes your relationship to the
organisation. You are now a donor and donors have rights.
You begin to see the organisation from the point of view of
the donor. It’s a subtle change.

‘Mistakes are the portals of discovery’
James Joyce
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97 Illustrate tax effective giving

Getting tax breaks rarely gets into the top five reasons why
people give and yet it is still an important motivation. People
do not give to your organisation because of tax breaks – they
get them for giving to any registered charity. However it can
be helpful if you are able to show the effect of favorable tax
treatment and if this can be done through examples. It can
influence donors to give more than they intended originally.

Produce a ‘Ways of Giving’ brochure that becomes part
of your standard information kit.

‘Chance favours the prepared mind’
Louis Pasteur
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98 Learn about Carnegie

Andrew Carnegie (1835–1919) was the first genuinely global
philanthropist of the modern capitalist era. A massively
successful businessman, Carnegie posed the question, 
‘What is the proper mode of administering wealth after the
laws upon which civilisation is founded have thrown it into
the hands of the few?’

Carnegie suggested three answers:

The first, leaving wealth to one’s heirs, he decried as the
‘most injudicious’.

The second, ‘leaving wealth at death for public uses,’ he
dismissed as only for a man who is ‘content to wait until he is
dead before his wealth becomes of much good in the world’.
On death taxes he said, ‘Of all forms of taxation this seems
the wisest. Men who continue hoarding great sums all their
lives…should be made to feel that the community, in the form
of the state, cannot thus be deprived of its proper share. By
taxing estates heavily at death, the state marks its condem-
nation of the selfish millionaire’s unworthy life’.

For Carnegie, the only right answer was the third one –
to give away your money while you are alive. He felt that the
wealthy individual should ‘consider all surplus revenues
which come to him simply as trust funds, which he is called
upon to administer…to produce the most beneficial results
for the community’.

Carnegie had strong views on how the money should be
spent. ‘In bestowing charity, the main consideration should be

‘Greater than the tread of mighty armies is the power of an idea whose time has come’
Victor Hugo
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to help those who will help themselves…the best means of
benefiting the community is to place within its reach the
ladders upon which the aspiring can rise’.

Carnegie is most famous for the line, ‘The man who dies
thus rich dies disgraced,’ which is part of his essay entitled
‘Wealth’ which was published in the North American Review
in 1889. Read it.

99 Ask the brutal question

The first point on our Ireland Funds’ monthly regional staff
conference call is titled simply ‘TBQ’ which stands for ‘The
Brutal Question’. 

The Brutal Question is the following: ‘How many asks
did you make last month?’ 

It’s based on the premise that to get major gifts we have
to ask for them. 

We also find that the more asks we make, the more gifts
we get. 

This is the harsh reality of our business but it’s a good
discipline to have. It is easy to fill our days with seemingly
productive activity. 

But are you making progress or just keeping active? 

This is the bottom line of our business and distinguishes
the great nonprofit from the average.

100 Don’t forget the five Ignatian principles 
of fundraising

1 Believe in the value of the work.

2 Let your light shine before people.

3 Know your clients and be patient with their moral failings.

4 Manage your assets carefully.

5 Never forget to say ‘thank you’.
– Ignatius Loyola (1491–1556)

101 Contact me

Questions, comments, suggestions – the best way to contact
me is by email: kaikins@irlfunds.org

Best wishes and good luck – you are doing noble work.

‘Imagination is more important than knowledge’
Einstein
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